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SOCKS REUNITED Caroline Lopez,
Junior Editor

There ain’t much to say here. I’ve been missing a true pair of my precious Bombas socks for two years now. Somehow 
they got separated when I went home for Winter Break freshman year, and I’ve been staring at a solo sock in my 
drawer ever since. But when I went home at the end of this summer, I found the other sock. Forgot about it until now,  
and had the aha moment yesterday when I was reorganizing my sock drawer. Anyways, they’ve been united and I 
couldn’t be happier. Here they are, the little bastards:

THINGS WE’VE BEEN WIPING WITH 
INSTEAD OF TOILET PAPER

Caroline Lopez,
Junior Editor

Paper Towels

very rough

Kale that was planted everywhere on campus

not so rough

The Denisonian

soft!

Taco Bell taco wrappers leftover at dchi from when the first-year office was handing them out

messy.

Dishtowels

reusable

My lost sock

inside out

Tostitos Scoops

lots of volume



Staff “When will they wear wigs?” Box

Claire “has” Anderson, Managing Editor
Emmy “doesn’t like the texture” Ayad, Junior Editor

Caroline “already is” Lopez, Junior Editor
Selah “never” Junior Editor

Mick “prefers synthetic” Smith, Head Writer
Lauren “doesn’t want to” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Ella “would die before” Buzas, Junior Writer

Griffin “used to” Conley, Junior Writer
Caroline “i’m sorry” Concannon, Junior Writer

Micah “can’t” Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Junior Writer
Brin “can’t anymore” Glass, Junior Writer

Carter “no need” Seipel, Sophomore Writer

CAROLINE CONCANNON, I 
AM SO SORRY

Caroline,
Clearly the imperfect one

G-SPOT, BY GILLIAN ANDERSON Caroline,
Junior Editor

Today, Griffin did a lot of annoying things. But he did one good thing: told me that it has not, in fact, been Emmy 

delivering the Bullsheets that I edit this year, but that girl who shit her pants, Caroline Concannon. Unfortunately, I’ve 

been publishing every ‘sheet with Emmy’s name instead of Caroline’s. So, Caroline. I’ve written out a heartfelt apology 

below, which I hope you’l take. Please write back, I’d love to make ammends.

But The Bullsheet isn’t very interesting is it? So let's go on the toxic gossip train. Locomotives filed fueled with hateful 

accusations. The toxic gossip train. Steamrolling all over someone's reputation.

Toxic gossip train, hop on board but close your eyes otherwise you'll realize that the train is made of lies and that the 

person you despise maybe didn't deserve to die, but hey at least you're having fun.

In all seriousness, I do think it's really important to hold people accountable for their mistakes um you know we 

should hope that everyone can learn from their mistakes and grow and change their behavior and be a better person. 

This is something that I've always tried to do when I make mistakes. It's something that I will continue to try to do...

What oh you don't care oh okay I thought you wanted me to take accountability but that's not the point of your mob 

mentality, is it? No, your goal is to ruin the life of the person you despise while you dramatize your lies and monetize 

their demise ... yeah.

I feel like I can already hear the comments on this apology: she's gaslighting, manipulating oh she's a narcissist and a 

rat, I would never make a mistake like that.

Oh I'm sorry I didn't realize that all of you are perfect, so please criticize me. Bring out the daggers made from your 

perfect past and stab me repeatedly in my bony little back. I'm sure you're disappointed in my shitty little song. I know 

you wanted me to say that I was 100% in the wrong. Well I'm sorry, I'm not gonna take that route of admitting to lies 

and rumors that you made up for clout. Hope this helps!

The line of plant-based sparkling drinks include 

“life-enhancing adaptogens and nootropics that 

invigorate and boost performance and cognitive 

functions”, according to Anderson.

Wigma


